Classic Rally “Acropolis Legends”
Central Greece - Thessaly
2-3/4/2022
The Classic Rally "Acropolis Legends" will be held on April 2 & 3, an event that for years has been organized
by the Sport Car Owners Club of Greece for historic cars and very well prepared crews. The rally will start
from the Acropolis of Athens, will pass through legendary routes of Central Greece & Thessaly and will
spend one night in Kalambaka.
On Saturday 2/4 in the morning the 1st leg will start from the foot of the sacred Rock of the Acropolis and
will head to Livadia through a free route. The “dance” of the special routes will be opened by Tzimeika and
will be followed by Modi, Kallidromos, Mendenitsa, Anavra & Lianokladi. Moschokarya hillclimb,
Makryrachi & Loutra Smokovo will lead us to Karditsa, Trikala & Kalambaka. The afternoon specials stages
Meteora, Vlachava & Skepari will awaken glorious memories and after the 420 km of the first day there will
follow an overnight at the Divani Meteora Hotel.
On Sunday 3/4, the second day will start under the shadow of the rocks of Meteora towards Trikala, Pyrgos
Ithomis, Mitropoli, Rachoula, Neraida, Klitso, Platano, Fourna, Paleokastro and Agios Georgios for re group.
The last leg will resolve the differences of the gladiators in Bralos, Oinochori, Hani Zagana, Souvala and
Dadi. With the completion of 760 km, the finish will take place in the picturesque town of Amfiklia and
immediately afterwards, the announcement of the results and the awarding of prizes will follow.
Eligible to participate are two-membered crews with historic cars built until 31/12/1992 which are
equipped with FIA or FIVA certificates, as well as potentially historic “youngtimer cars”, built 1/1/199331/12/2002. Participants can choose between two Categories, Regularity and Touring Trophy with slightly
fewer special stages & timings. The Regularity category is divided into 2 subcategories, the Greens (slower),
where only cars with a weight/horsepower ratio equal to or greater than "10" have the right to declare and
the Reds. Also for the Touring Trophy category there is the possibility of participating in one of the 2 days,
ie either on Saturday or Sunday.
The entry fee is € 300 for SISA members and € 330 for non-members. For applications up to 4/3 there is a
discounted fee at 260 € for SISA members and 290 € for non-members. The price for the daily participation
(Saturday or Sunday) is 150 €. Prices include organizational expenses, insurance, satellite timing with GPS
tracking, participation in prizes and souvenirs of the event. Accommodation at the Divani Meteora Hotel
costs € 100 in a double room and must be booked via SISA. The end of entries is on Friday 25/3/2022 20:00.
For information and Regulation you can be informed at the secretariat of SISA and at the website
www.sisa.gr

